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Abstract: The informational multimedia systems on CD-ROMs presented virtual gallery “Kyiv in
Visual Arts”.
Purposes:
The creation of a compact disc «Kyiv in visual arts» was one of the steps on joining to the program
of UNESCO on preservation of monuments of fine arts. CD is self-virtual gallery of pictures, in
which a history of Kyiv from an antiquity up to now has been represented. On canvases Ukrainian,
Russian, Polish, Dutch, French and German painters the development of an architectural
ensemble of Kyiv and its separate facilities from old times up to a modernity is retraced.
Results:
On the disc is submitted about 200. These pictures executed by oil, watercolor, indian ink, and so
on.
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There are activities 72 artists of miscellaneous schools and directions are submitted in virtual
gallery, which one worked in miscellaneous time. Unfortunately, there are a lot of drawings, which
belong to unknown artists.
The visitors virtual gallery of a compact disc can acquaint with all activities, which one is submitted
in the general part.
Virtual gallery guesses a capability of review by definite yardstick. It is possible to view activities
one of the artist. Or to view pictures, which one are written in definite historical epoch. We have
entered following systematization on historical epoch: X-Xlll of century, XIV-XVII of century, XVIIIXX of century, XX century. Besides it is possible to see pictures, on which one the definite
monument, street or landscape is figured.
The majority of pictures are accompanied by the cognitive text information about the artist and
picture. It is possible to receive historical information about the figured monument, street or terrain
and other interesting facts.
There is the capability to see figured by the artist through a lens of the camera in CD. The large
part of activities (about 120) is accompanied by a photo of a today's view figured by the artist.
In section « Streets, monuments, landscapes » the visitor can see the virtual walk by regions of
aged Kyiv. It - Podil, Upper City, Pechersk, Lypky, Southwest, Andriyivsky descent. The
information about these regions is supplemented by a photo and video stuffs.

1 he panorama of the higäi right bank of
Dnipro feaflires the Kyiv-Pechcrsk Lavra
whieh consSsts of three compiexes: the
monäster> tn ih> upper precinct, as weJI
as the monastetiw at the Mear aritl far
Cave.s, Lach of them fs endrcled by
vvalis: the caves by vyöoden walls, and
the uprier precrnct by stotte walls buiJt
in the late tdth century. fhe stone buiitlings tn the upper precinct aiso incfude
the
Domiitlon Cathedral {iü?2 -1076?
and the Qate Church of the Trinity
<1106-1 108;, lo Üse ricjlu of Ure Lavra b>
fhe princes village of ßerestovo with the
princely residence aritJ the Church of the
AposÜes and fhe Church ol the Savior.
Lower, to tire right of ßerestovo ürove.
is the Ugorskt,' dtungarian) Crrove where.
as one legend says, Prince Askold Was
buriect.

Architectural Compiex of the Kviv Pechersk Lavra
of the 1 lth-12th centuries. panei, 1974 1975,

v.Masyk, o.Masyk,

iempera.

Conclusions:
For prolongation of activities in this direction, it is necessary to create the state program «Memory
of Kyiv».
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